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An African folklore about the story of the greedy Tortoise/ Turtle. Before now the Tortoise has
always had a very beautiful and smooth shell. Discover through this African folklore, how the
Tortoise cracked his shell and ever since it’s has remained cracked.

The Bravest Knight Who Ever Lived is a rhyming children's picturebook that re-imagines classic
fairy tale tropes from an LGBT perspective. The story follows young Cedric's journey from
pumpkin farmer to squire to knight. He ingeniously defies a fearsome dragon to rescue a prince
and princess. The princess offers to wed Cedric, but his feelings are different! Cedric says,
"There's someone else I love, and I believe we're meant to be. I'd like to wed the prince if he
does feel the same for me." After the wedding and a happily-ever-after conclusion is a brief
message from the United Nations Human Rights Office. The Bravest Knight Who Ever Lived is a
tool that parents can read and share with children as a starting point to discuss LGBT social
issues such as same-sex marriage. -- Midwest Book Review, Children's Bookwatch --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDaniel Errico is a best-selling children's writer
and producer, and an expert at spotting lightning bugs. When not working on his site,
freechildrenstories.com, he is on a quest for stories that haven't yet been told.Shiloh Penfield’s
previous works include the children’s book Unraveling Rose, Boy Zero Comic, a guest artist spot
on Red Knight comic, and multiple independent projects. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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